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visibility     •     security     •     simplicity     •     flexibility

Prevent Sensitive Data Breaches  
and Block Malicious Attacks 
Prevent breaches and compliance violations when 
you share confidential information with partners, 
customers and other third parties. With the 
Accellion enterprise content firewall, you have the 
secure file sharing capabilities legacy managed file 
transfer (MFT) provides and so much more. CIOs 
and CISOs rely on Accellion for complete visibility, 
compliance and control over the communication 
of IP, PII, PHI, and other sensitive content across 
all third-party communication channels, including 
email, file sharing, mobile, enterprise apps, 
web portals, SFTP, FTPS, and automated inter-
business workflows.

See and Control All Content Entering and Leaving the Organization
Improve data governance with visibility to all content entering and leaving your organization, and demonstrate 
compliance with one-click compliance reports. Get a global view with the CISO Dashboard, drill down to individual 
file transfers, and generate detailed compliance reports that provide proof that you have full visibility and control over 
the exchange of sensitive enterprise information.

• Real-time and historical view of all inbound 
and outbound file movement

• All files from all connected systems, whether 
on-prem or cloud

• All activity: who’s sending what to whom, 
when and where

• Spot anomalies in volume, location, domain, 
user, source, and scan results



CISOs and CIOs at more than 2,500 of the world’s leading enterprises and government agencies trust Accellion

SFTP, MFT, Visual Orchestration, REST API, Enterprise Apps, Web Forms, Collaboration, Email, File Sharing, Mobile

Contact Accellion to learn more: +49 711 252861 0  |  sales@accellion.com                                                                                  www.accellion.com
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Features
TLS 1.2 / AES-256; encryption key ownership

SSO, HSM, LDAP/AD, DLP, ATP, SIEM, MDM, MFA/2FA

Hardened virtual appliance on-premise, private cloud,  
hybrid cloud, FedRAMP 

Inbound and outbound content, file uploads and downloads;  
machine learning-powered alerts 

Multiple options: SFTP, MFT, or REST API 
Connects to: SMB File Shares, SFTP, FTPS, S3, local files and more

16 Terabyte max file size

Password protected emails and secure email attachments with  
enterprise grade encryption from any location or device

Microsoft Outlook, Office 365, Word, Excel, PowerPoint,  
Google Drive/Docs/Sheets/Slides, SFDC, iManage, SharePoint

iOS and Android; encryption, secure folders, app whitelisting,  
remote wipe, consumer-grade ease of use

Legacy MFT and Accellion: A Side-By-Side Comparison

Automate Routine Workflows and File Transfers
Save time, reduce errors and strengthen compliance  
with a robust enterprise workflow automation toolkit.  
The Accellion content firewall provides four flexible 
approaches to automate routine workflows for sending, 
receiving and distributing enterprise content, including 
SFTP, visual orchestration, a secure mail gateway and  
a powerful REST API.
• Securely transfer confidential financial information
• Reduce errors from manual processes
• Visually orchestrate code-free file transfer flows to 

connected on-premise and cloud repositories
• Create content-enabled apps and integrations  

using a flexible REST API
• Reduce admin costs by consolidating SFTP servers

Modernize SFTP to Reduce Administrative Costs 
Share sensitive information with a policy-driven, self-
service SFTP server to improve security, compliance and 
responsiveness. The Accellion content firewall provides an 
SFTP server interface alongside its Web, mobile, and API 
interfaces, controlled by the same centralized IT policies. 
Share from Web folders with the same level of compliance 
and control.
• Centralize policy-based management
• Speed responsiveness with governed self service
• Reuse existing scripts
• Scale out servers
• Audit and monitor with rich logs and reports


